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Abstract—This work presents an optimization method for
offshore wind transmission networks considering a three di-
mensional spacial representation of multiple onshore connection
points, bathymetry and no-go zones. The model accounts for
capital expenditures (CAPEX) as well as operational expenditures
such as cable and transformer losses, corrective maintenance
(CM) and expected energy not transmitted (EENT). For accurate
determination of operational expenditures, time series of wind
generation profiles are used. The methodology combines an
original offshore substation (OSS) placement algorithm, a greedy
search algorithm of the combinatorial search space and a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model. Two simplifications of
the full three dimensional spacial model are presented to increase
tractability of large scale test cases. To demonstrate the utility
of the approach, the model is applied to the Belgian Exclusive
Economic Area (EEA). Results for the full three dimensional
problem and the two simplified variations are compared in terms
of solution quality and computation time.

Index Terms—Offshore wind topology, greedy algorithm,
mixed-integer optimization, offshore grid, transmission expansion
planning, wind energy.

Nomenclature
Definition Definition

b Auxiliary bus. B set of auxiliary buses.

B Binary decision variable. B Set of binary
decision variables.

C Equipment cost. C Set of equipment
costs.

c A contingency. C Set of contingencies.
d An onshore PCC. D A set of onshore PCCs.

δr Section length. ∆s
Minimum acceptable
sea floor rise.

e Graph edge. g OWPP generator.

G
Set of OWPP
generators. h Hour.

H Set of hours. λ∗
A* penalty function
co-efficient.

p A coordinate (point). P Set of coordinates.

P∧
Set of candidate
OSS coordinates. P c Set of probabilities

of contingencies.
r A shortest path. R Set of shortest paths.
ρ Number of parallel lines. S Capacity (MVA).
Smx Maximum capacity. Sc Constrained capacity.
σ Sea depth scalar. T Set of turbines.

TB
Set of initializing
topologies. T ∗

H
Set of optimized
topologies.

tl A transmission lines. TL Set of transmission lines.
τ Lifetime. wd Water depth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Offshore wind energy is one of the most promising carbon
reducing technologies in our fight against climate change. It
is estimated that in Europe alone 240 to 450 GW of offshore
wind power will be required by 2050 to meet the targets set
within the Paris Agreement [1], [2]. With a currently installed
capacity of 28.4 GW and a 2030 goal of 60 GW, the European
offshore wind industry is on a course of rapid development [3],
[4]. It is essential that the long term planning tools required to
support this growth are developed to properly equip decision
makers and planners along the way.
The Offshore Wind Topology Optimization Problem (OW-
TOP) describes the problem of optimal offshore grid expan-
sion. This has traditionally meant optimizing cable cost within
the Medium Voltage (MV) collection grid and a single point
to point High Voltage (HV) connection to the onshore Point
of Common Coupling (PCC). This approach is a product of a
development perspective that treats a concession in isolation
from its surroundings. In the early days of the industry this was
appropriate as the development of new concessions was often
spaced out both geographically and in time. As the industry
has matured, however, larger and larger areas consisting of
multiple neighbouring concessions are being developed at an
unprecedented rate. It has become apparent that a development
model that considers the possible cost savings and increased
reliability of a HV transmission network designed such that
current and future offshore developments in the region are
taken into account is needed.
To encourage the development of more coordinated HV grids
offshore, the U.K., made steps in this direction in 2009 by
introducing a new asset class, the Offshore Transmission
Owner (OFTO) [5]. In Europe, an example of this shift is
unfolding in Belgium, where decision makers are weighing
options for expanding the Modular Offshore Grid (MOG) and
building a multi functional energy island [6], [7].
Research into the optimal topology of the HV network is
still quite limited [8]–[10] with a majority of work focused
on the MV network [10]–[24]. In the case of projects like
the MOG, however, the transmission infrastructure is planned
prior to the finalization of concessions. As such, traditional
OWTOP approaches that focus on Offshore Substation (OSS)
location and cable length minimization in the context of the
MV collection circuit layout are not directly applicable until
a later stage of development is reached.
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As the topology optimization problem is non linear and non
convex with non continuous decision variables, it is classified
as NP hard. There has been generally two avenues researchers
have taken in developing approaches to the problem. The first
is to apply a meta-heuristic to obtain a high quality but possi-
bly sub-optimal solution within a reasonable computation time.
The flexible structure of a meta-heuristic makes it relatively
easy to capture a wide variety of problem characteristics, how-
ever, this advantage is gained at the expense of a certificate of
global optimality. The most frequently applied meta-heuristic
is a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [9]–[14] but a wide range
of other algorithms have also been implemented including
particle swarm [17], simulated annealing [19], modified bat
algorithm [18], modified Clark and Wright’s saving algorithm
[20], minimum spanning tree [21], branch exchange [25] and
path search [26].
The second approach is a more structured traditional math-
ematical formulation. This approach includes convex relax-
ations [27]–[29], stochastic programming [22], [23] and Mixed
Integer Programs (MIPs) [8], [24]. This type of approach is
desirable as a guarantee of global optimality can be obtained
in many cases and if not, a minimum lower bound is calculated
providing at least a measure of the solution quality. The draw-
back is that the rigid structure makes it difficult to realistically
capture, in a single problem formulation, characteristics that
have been shown essential to consider such as reliability [13],
[15], the stochastic nature of wind [22], [23], [30] and optimal
placement of OSS [12], [16], [20]. The final point regarding
OSS placement is particularly challenging due to the limited
number of binary variables (<10000) that are computationally
tractable [8], [31].
In this work, bathymetry information is integrated directly into
the electrical system optimization in order to reduce the search
space for the position of OSSs and therefore the number of
binary variables. Although this may appear obvious as OSS
location is heavily constrained by the sea floor, it is not
standard practise. To the best knowledge of the authors this
is the first work providing an approach to the HV OWTOP
that considers the bathymetry of the sea floor. The main
contributions of this work are three fold:

1) A hybrid heuristic - mathematical optimisation formula-
tion to solve OWTOPs.

2) A three dimensional spacial offshore grid planning model.
3) Proposed simplifications to the three dimensional spacial

planning model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section an overview of the optimization methodology
and description of the optimization domain and economic
model are provided. The algorithm developed for defining
candidate OSSs is then presented. Following this, the required
modifications to the greedy search algorithm [31] to handle the
three dimensional spacial model are discussed. This includes
the proposed three dimensional approximations. Then, the
structure of a candidate topology based MIP formulation
is presented. This formulation differs from the traditional

Transmission Network Expansion Problem (TNEP) by con-
sidering candidate topologies rather than candidate equipment,
resulting in a greatly reduced number of binaries and in turn
increasing computational tractability. In the last section, an
optimization of the transmission networks for the offshore
wind development in the Belgian EEA is presented. The
results from the full optimization process are compared to
two implementations using the proposed three dimensional
approximations. It is shown that for a small trade off in
solution quality a large gain in computation time can be
achieved.

II. MODEL

A. Methodology Overview

The developed approach is outlined in Fig. 1. There are four
main steps in the optimization. First, the optimization domain
is constructed and boundary inputs such as bathymetry, no-
go zones, concessions, PCCs and wind power time series are
defined. Second, a set of candidate OSSs locations are deter-
mined according to bathymetry and shortest paths between
concessions and PCCs. In the third step the combinatorial
search space of the problem is reduced using a greedy algo-
rithm originally proposed in [31]. This results in a set of single
export cable, radial topologies spanning the combinatorial
space. These topologies are the input candidates for the MIP
which finalizes the search for the optimal transmission system.

Define bathymetry, no-go zones, concessions,
turbines, wind-power time series.

Section II-B: Domain and Economics

Find the set of candidate OSS locations: P ∗∧.

Section II-C: Locating OSS

For each PCC and kV find a set of candidate
topologies: TH .

Section II-D: Greedy Search

Combine resulting TH (s) and find final topology.

Section II-E: Topology MILP

Fig. 1: Overview of Optimization Process.

B. Domain and Economics

The optimization domain consists of the Offshore Wind
Power Plant (OWPP) concessions, turbines, associated wind
power time series, PCCs, offshore bathymetry and no-go
zones: which are areas where installation of transmission
infrastructure is forbidden, such as military zones, dedicated
shipping routes or nature protection zones. In the results sec-
tion the optimization domain of the Belgian EEA is presented
and illustrates the various aspects mentioned here.
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The economic model is described in [31] and accounts for
Capital Expenditures (CAPEX), cable and transformer losses,
corrective maintenance and Expected Energy Not Transmitted
(EENT). The offshore substation costs consider the power
rating and number of parallel transformers, amount of reactive
compensation and the medium and high voltage switch gear.
For HV submarine cables, the cross section and number
of parallel conductors are considered. EENT is calculated,
considering n-1 reliability as in:

EENT = τ
∑
h∈H

∑
i∈C

(Sh − Sci ) · P ci . (1)

Where τ is the project lifetime in years, C is the set of possible
contingencies, H is the set of hours in a year, Sh is the
power generated at time h, Sci is the constrained transmission
capacity under contingency i and Pi is the probability of oc-
currence of contingency i. Sh is calculated using the CorWind
software which combines meteorological data and stochastic
simulations to provide a generation time series with a per hour
resolution for each concession [32].

C. Locating OSS

1) Scalling cost with depth: The material and installation
costs for foundations of offshore infrastructure increase with
sea depth. In [33] a set of scale factors σ at four different
water depths between 10 m and 50 m are derived. Using linear
interpolation between the points results in the water depth
dependent scale factor:

σ(wd) = 0.0136 · (wd− 17) + 0.7676 (2)

where wd is the water depth in meters.
2) Candidate OSS Algorithm: It is desirable to locate OSSs

in a location that both minimizes the length of required
collection and transmission cables and minimizes the cost of
the substructure by building in as shallow an area as feasible.
The developed algorithm searches in the vicinity of the optimal
cable routing paths for elevated areas in the sea bed. The
resulting set of candidate OSS locations are therefore both
close to the optimal cable routes and at the highest feasible
elevation. The algorithm is outlined below in steps (i) to (xi).

(i) For each OWPP concession i, find the centroid point gi
as in:

gi =

∑
pi∈Ti

pi

k
(3)

where Ti is the set of coordinates of the k turbines
within the concession.

(ii) Using the A∗ algorithm [34], find the set of shortest
routes Rgd connecting each point gi to each PCC, di.
A route rgidi ∈ Rgd is comprised of a set of weighted
edges eij , defined by a start and end point (pi, pj) and
weight:

||eij || =
√

(pix − pjx)2 + (piy − pjy )2 + (piz − pjz )2. (4)

(iii) From Rgd find the set of points Pgd. Point pi ∈ Pgd
is both a point occurring in rgidi and lying on the

Fig. 2: Generic OWPP concession showing gi, rgidi and pi ∈
Pgd. Unlabelled points are pi ∈ Ti.

perimeter of OWPP concession i. Fig. 2 shows a generic
concession, identifying points pi ∈ Pgd, gi, pi ∈ Ti and
rgidi .

(iv) Update all paths rgidi ∈ Rgd to start from pi ∈ Pgd
discarding edges eij ∈ rgidi occurring within [gi, pi).
In Fig. 2 the discarded section of the path is shown as
a dotted line.

Steps (v) through (viii) are analogous to steps (i) through
(iv) but applied to connections between two OWPPs rather
than an OWPP and PCC.

(v) Using the A∗ algorithm, find the set of shortest routes
Rgg connecting each point pi ∈ Pgd. A route rgigj ∈
Rgg is comprised of a set of weighted edges eij , with
weight calculated as in (4).

(vi) From Rgg find the set of points Pgg . Point pi ∈ Pgg
is both a point occurring in rgigj and lying on the
perimeter of OWPP concession i. Due to the inherent
symetry of the problem and by definition of a shortest
path, rgigj = rgjgi , both start and end points must be
updated.

(vii) Update all paths rgigj ∈ Rgg to start from pi ∈ Pgg
discarding edges eij ∈ rgigj occurring within [pi ∈
Pgd, pi ∈ Pgg) or [pj ∈ Pgd, pj ∈ Pgg). This must
be applied to both ends of the path.

(viii) Define the set of all shortest paths as R = Rgd ∪Rgg .
(ix) From R find set P∧ where pi ∈ P∧ is the shallowest

point within a route section of length δr. δr is an
adjustable parameter. Smaller values of δr result in a
higher number of candidate OSSs locations that are
closely spaced.

(x) For each point pi ∈ P∧ search an area of 2D Euclidian
radius δr for point(s) pj that satisfy the condition:

pjz − piz√
(pix − pjx)2 + (piy − pjy )2

≥ ∆smn. (5)

∆smn is an adjustable parameter that defines the mini-
mum sea floor rise per unit horizontal distance required
to justify moving the OSS location away from the
shortest path. An example of choosing an appropriate
∆smn is provided in the results section. For each pj
satisfying (5), pj replaces pi ∈ P∧. Only unique points
are maintained in P∧.
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(xi) Step (x) is repeated until no further points pj satisfying
condition (5) are found. The resulting set P ∗∧ is the
desired set of all candidate OSS locations.

3) A∗ route finding and penalty function: Installing trans-
mission cables through the MV networks of neighboring
concessions is often avoided. To that end, a penalty function is
added to the A∗ route finding algorithm. The penalty function
increases the cost of any edge, eij , within a region where
it is undesirable to install HV cable, such as a neighboring
concession, by a factor λ∗. λ∗ for neighboring concessions is
defined as the ratio of the perimeter over the longest straight
line cut through the concession. λ∗ is 1 for the source and
destination OWPPs. Setting the value of λ∗ to 1 for all OWPPs
results in a standard implementation of the A∗ algorithm.

D. Greedy Search

In [31] a greedy algorithm is developed that efficiently
searches the combinatorial space describing the possible
OWPP interconnections. As part of the algorithm a formal
mathematical representation of the search space is derived,
whereby combinations of OWPPs are represented by binary
strings. The details of this algorithm are out of the scope
of this paper and only a very brief intuitive explanation is
provided in the following. For further details the authors
refer readers to the original paper. As the algorithm has been
modified to consider the spacial details of the offshore zones
including bathymetry, these modifications are also discussed
in the following paragraphs.

The greedy search is initialized by an input set of topologies
TB . Set TB contains a base topology for each possible
combination of OWPPs connected through a single export
cable to the PCC. Fig. 3 gives a visual representation of TB

for a four OWPPs case. The location of the OSS is defined by
minimizing the total cost of the connected cabling. In fig. 3
the binary string representation of each connection is included
below the topology. The length of set TB is 2n − 1 where n
is the number of OWPPs.

Fig. 3: An exemplary TB for a 4 OWPP cluster. The OWPPs
are red dots, the OSS black dots, MV cables are red and HV
cables are black. [31]

Fig. 4: Greedy search cross over. [31]

Starting with input TB , the greedy search algorithm finds
the set T ∗H . Set T ∗H is the set of 2n − 1 optimal radial
topologies connected to the PCC via a single export cable.
Set T ∗H is found via a process of deterministic cross over
of the topologies. Fig. 4 presents an example of a single
cross over performed by the greedy search. The binary string
representation below the topologies demonstrates how it is
ensured that cross-overs always result in a valid topology.
When a new lower cost topology is found it replaces the
previous topology of the same binary string. Cross overs
are performed unidirectionally, starting at the first element
of TB and ending at the 2n − 1th element. For a single
transmission voltage the algorithm is guaranteed to find the
global optimal for each combination (binary string) of OWPPs.
The correctness of the greedy search algorithm is ensured via
the greedy stays ahead principle, a proof is provided in [31].
Adapting the algorithm to include bathymetry is quite straight
forward. Calculated locations of OSSs are moved to the lowest
cost location within P ∗∧, resulting in an OSS location that
is both in shallow water and near the optimal location with
regards to cable length. If no location within P ∗∧ results in
a lower cost topology then the position remains unchanged.
Once the positions of the OSS are calculated, three dimen-
sional cable lengths are calculated using the A∗ route finding
algorithm as described previously.

Approximating the 3rd dimension in large systems: The
three dimensional problem introduces the additional computa-
tional burden of solving the route finding problem for every
candidate cable length considered. This is computationally
expensive as the bathymetry graph size can be very large.
For example, the bathymetry data for the Belgian offshore
region discussed later on, has a resolution of 20m by 20m and
results in over 214 data points. The resulting network graph,
after eliminating no–go regions still contains well over 32
million edges. Each shortest path calculation on a graph of
this size takes about 10 to 15 seconds in the Julia language
[35] using the light graphs [36] implementation of A∗. This
has a substantial impact on computation time and makes some
larger problem sizes intractable. To deal with these cases two
3D approximations are proposed.
The first, termed (A1), approximates the length of the 3D path
from the 2D Euclidean distance. (A1) employs a look up table
of multipliers as in Table I. This table can be calculated with
no extra computational burden while finding the optimal OSS
locations of P ∗∧. Table I converts a 2D Euclidean distance to
an approximation of the 3D route by multiplying by the table
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TABLE I: Multipliers for 3D approximation.
g1 ... gn PCC1 ... PCCN

g1 1 ... l3d1n
l2d1n

l3d1d1
l2d
1d1

...
l3d1dn
l2d
1dn

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

gn
l3dn1

l2dn1

... 1
l3dnd1
l2d
nd1

...
l3dndn
l2d
ndn

PCC1
l3dd11

l2d
d11

...
l3dd1n

l2d
d1n

1 ... n/a

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

PCCN
l3ddn1

l2d
dn1

...
l3ddnn

l2d
dnn

n/a ... 1

entry with the column and row entries that match closest to
the source and destination nodes of the 2D distance.
A second approximation, termed (A2), estimates the distance
from the centroid of a concession to the optimal MV-HV
connection point. When solving A∗ in the full 3D problem,
these points are found explicitly as they are the points within
the shortest path that also lie on the perimeter of the source and
destination concessions. (A2) approximates this distance by
the average radius of the target concession. As concessions are
not perfect circles the radius is defined as the average distance
between a cluster’s centroid and points along its perimeter.

E. Topology MILP

In a traditional MIP formulation for grid expansion, such
as the TNEP formulation, the binary decision variables are
assigned to single candidate equipment, such as cables and
transformers. As the feasible problem size is strongly depen-
dent on the number of binary variables, the tractable problem
size is severely limited with this approach. In this section a
MIP formulation is presented where a single binary variable
represents a complete topology appearing within T ∗H .
G is a set of n OWPPs gi each with a maximum generating
capacity of Smxi and D is a set of m PCCs with a variable
demand between Smnk and Smxk as in:.

G = {gi ∈ Z+
0 | gi < n}

D = {dk ∈ Z+
0 | dk < m}

Si = Smxi and Smnk ≤ Sk ≤ Smxk .

(6)

B is a set of auxiliary buses. There is one auxiliary bus for
each topology j in T ∗H . Each auxiliary bus bj is represented
by an n-length binary string, such that a value of one only
occurs at the bit position equal to i if OWPP gi is connected
within the topology j:

B = {bj ∈ Nn2 | bj =
∑
gi∈j

2i, ∀j ∈ T ∗H} (7)

TLb is a set of transmission lines, tlbij , connecting OWPP gi
to an auxiliary bus bj with maximum transmission capacity
Smxtl , equal to the generating source Si:

TLb = {tlbij ∀(i = 1) ∈ bj and ∀bj ∈ B}

0 ≤ Sbij ≤ Si.
(8)

TLB is a set of transmission lines, tlBjk, connecting auxiliary
bus bj to PCC dk with maximum transmission capacity Smxtl ,
equal to the sum of generation connected to bj . For each
transmission line tlBjk, there exists a decision variable Bjk ∈ B
and cost Cjk ∈ C:

TLB = {tlBjk},B = {Bjk ∈ {0, 1}},

C = {Cjk ∈ R} | ∀dk ∈ j and ∀bj ∈ B

0 ≤ SB
jk ≤

∑
gi∈j

Si

(9)

The objective of the optimization is to minimize the total cost
of transmission lines

min(
∑
B,C

BjkCjk) (10)

such that all system capacity limits are respected and the net
power flow at any node is zero:∑

j∈TLb

Sbij = Si | ∀gi ∈ G

∑
i∈TLb

Sbij = SB
jkBjk | ∀bj ∈ B

∑
j∈TLB

SB
jkBjk = Sk | ∀dk ∈D

(11)

Since T ∗H is the set consisting of all optimal radial topologies
with a single export cable for each of the 2n−1 combinations,
it is easy to show that the topology found by the MIP is the
globally optimal radial topology with 1 ≤ ρ ≤ n export cables.
The proof of this is as follows.
Given the constraint that no meshed connections are permitted,
we name the optimal topology connecting n OWPPs with k
PCC as j∗. Since j∗ has ρ export cables, it can be written
as the union of ρ independent radial topologies, each with a
single connection to a PCC k, as in:

j∗ =

ρ⋃
j=1

j |
jρ∑

gi∈j1

2i = 2n − 1 (12)

Since the cost of j∗ is the sum of the costs of the ρ independent
topologies, j, it follows that for j∗ to be optimal each of the ρ
radial topologies must also be optimal and therefore members
of T ∗H .

III. CASE STUDY - BELGIAN EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC
AREA

In this section a possible design for the offshore wind power
plant connections of the Belgian EEA is found using the pro-
posed method. A 25 year lifetime is assumed at a discount rate
of 4% [37]. All bathymetry and marine spatial planning data
is obtained from the Flemish Hydrography, Coastal Division,
Agency for Maritime and Coastal Services [38]. In addition
to the full size problem, the proposed approximations are
analyzed and the resulting topologies and computation times
are compared.
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OWPP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MVA 290 310 270 270 190 180 290 270

OWPP 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
MVA 330 380 370 360 320 310 260 170

TABLE II: Capacities of individual concessions within zones
1, 2 and 3 of the Belgian offshore.

Optimization Domain

The layout of the OWPP concessions in zones 1, 2 and 3 in
Fig. 5 are modeled by clustering the x and y coordinates using
k-means clustering, setting k = 16 as the desired total number
of concessions. The sixteen resulting concessions, three zones,
two PCCs and bathymetry spanning the Belgian domain are
shown in Fig. 5. The PCCs are in Zeebruges and Oostende,
labelled A and B respectively. The maximum capacity that can
be connected to any single PCC is assumed to be 3 GW. The
white crosses shown, are underwater obstacles such as ship
wrecks that must be avoided. Regions off limit to electrical
infrastructure are left as blank, white areas.
Turbines, shown in the figure as dots in the parent concession’s
colour, have a capacity of 10 MW and are evenly spaced
considering a power density of 9.5 MW/km2. A buffer zone for
cable laying and ship traffic of two times the turbine spacing
(≈ 2 km) is guaranteed between neighbouring concessions.
The resulting generation capacity of the entire Belgium EEA
is 4.57 GW. Individual concession capacities are in Table II.

OSS Candidates

With the domain defined, the next step is to calculate
the candidate OSS locations, P ∗∧, as in section II-C. These
locations, considering only PCC-A, are shown in Fig. 6 as
white crosses. In addition, the set of shortest routes R =
Rgd ∪ Rgg are displayed as black lines. Rgd are the routes
connecting OWPPs to the PCCs and Rgg connect OWPPs
to other OWPPs. From R, considering a δr of 1 km, P∧ is
found and then the final set of candidate OSS locations, P ∗∧,
follows by iteratively applying condition (5) until convergence.

Fig. 5: Belgian EEA bathymetry, sea based renewables regions
1, 2 and 3, designated cable ways, PCCs and under water
obstacles.

Fig. 6: Belgian Offshore - Shortest paths and candidate OSS
locations.

Fig. 7: variation in sea depth along the first 5.5 km of the
shortest path from g3 to the PCC-A.

This process is demonstrated on a section of the bathymetry
from the first 5.5 km of the route connecting g3 to the PCC
in Fig. 7. The initial set of points, P∧, are all five of the
black dots shown. However, only those indicated by an arrow
satisfy condition (5) and are therefore included in the final set
of candidate OSSs locations: P ∗∧.
Condition (5) is dependant on parameter ∆smn, the minimum
acceptable rise in the sea floor per distance travelled that
justifies a change in the position of the OSS. The optimal
value of ∆smn is situation specific and varies given the
number, capacity and relative orientation of OWPPs connected
to the OSS. An approximate range for ∆smn lies between
0.5 and 2.5 m/km and it is inversely proportional to the
number of connected OWPPs. This is the case as when the
number of OWPP feeders connected to the OSS increases,
OSS movement causes certain feeders to increase in length
and others to decrease, offsetting the overall impact on cost.
The same logic explains why the highest value of ∆smn occurs
when only a single OWPP feeder is connected to the OSS. In
this work, a value of 1.4 m/km is used. This is the break even
slope for OWPPs 1, 2, 3 and 4 connected to single OSS.
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Optimal Solution

The hybrid greedy - MIP optimization finds an optimal
topology of cost 2285.6 Me which is shown in Fig. 8. Four
OSSs are built and have been located in water depths of 12 m
or less. The OSSs from A to D have capacities of 540 MVA,
930 MVA, 1760 MVA and 740 MVA respectively. Four export
cables at 220 kV connect the OSSs to the PCCs. Zone 1
OWPPs are only connected to PCC-A while zones 2 and 3
OWPPs are only connected to PCC-B. OWPPs 1 and 2 in zone
1 are connected to shore at 66 kV. All MV collection circuit
connection points are at the point within the concession that
minimizes the length of transmission cable. The distribution
of costs are shown in table III, of which the CAPEX is slightly
over three quarters of the entire cost.

3D Approximations

The problem is again optimized while implementing the 3D
approximations as follows:

1) Only approximation (A1) is used to estimate 3D route
length from the 2D Euclidean length. When necessary to
calculate an MV to HV connection point the route finding
algorithm is used.

2) Both approximation (A1) and (A2) are used. The route
finding algorithm is only implemented when calculating
P ∗∧ and for the final solution topology of the MIP.

The optimal topology found when using only approximation
(A1) is identical to that of the full problem, indicating the ap-
proximation of HV cable length does not introduce significant
error for the studied case. When using both approximations
(A1) and (A2), however, a slight degradation of the solution
topology is noted. Although the topology only costs 1.1 %
more than that of the full size problem. This is less than the
uncertainty within the economic model. It demonstrates that
approximating the MV connection point by the average radius
introduces enough error to alter the final topology selection.
The topology from (A1)+(A2) is shown in Fig. 9. As can be
seen the solution in zones 2 and 3 is identical to the full size

Fig. 8: Optimal Solution for the Belgian EEA. 220 kV cables
are shown in black while 66 kV cables in red.

Fig. 9: Optimal Solution for the Belgian EEA using approx-
imations (A1) and (A2). 220 kV cables are shown in black
while 66 kV cables in red.

problem. In zone 1, again two OSSs are built, however, OSS
A is in a different location and both are of a smaller capacity.
OSS A is 460 MVA and OSS B; 740 MVA. Transmission is
accomplished at 220 kV. The smaller OSSs are possible as
OWPP 3 in addition to 1 and 2 are connected to shore at
66 kV.

In table IV the computational times of the full problem
and the approximations are compared. The full problem re-
quires twice as much computation time compared to (A1)
and 76.5 times more than (A1)+(A2). Since in planning
problems computational burden is not of high priority the
approximations are only necessary when the full size problem
becomes intractable. It is important to note that computational
times include scenarios at both 400 kV and 220 kV as well
as possible connections to either PCC of any OWPP. The
calculation of T ∗H , the most computationally intensive aspect,
is completely independent in each of these scenarios and so the
problem can be easily decomposed into parallel calculations.
In the Belgian case this reduces overall computation time by
a factor of four.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A methodology for finding the optimal HV transmission
topology considering multiple onshore connection points,

TABLE III: Objective function values for the 3 optimizations.
Total [Me] CAPEX [Me] OPEX [Me]

Full/A1 2285.6 1737.5 548.1
A1+A2 2311.5 1741.7 569.8
CAPEX: Procurement and Installation.
OPEX: Corrective Maintenance, EENT and Losses.

TABLE IV: Comparison of computation times in minutes.
Full (A1) (A1)+(A2)

Domain 40.2 40.2 40.2
T ∗
H 6720.1 3035.2 44.3

MIP 0.2 0.2 0.2
Post Process 3.7 3.7 3.7
Total 6764.2 3079.32 88.4
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bathymetry, no-go zones and full wind power generation time
series has been presented. The methodology combines an
original candidate OSS search algorithm based on the shortest
route finding algorithm A∗, a combinatoric greedy search algo-
rithm and a MIP to optimize the offshore network. As both the
greedy search and MIP have guarantees of global optimality
associated to their respective solutions, a high solution quality
is guaranteed. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach
a case study of the Belgian EEA is presented. In addition,
two approximations for the computationally intensive 3D route
finding problem are suggested and the results compared to the
full size problem. The approximations are shown to result in
high quality solutions, only 1.1% more expensive in the worse
case, while reducing computational burden by up to 76 times.
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